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A B S T R A C T

Optimization of electrocatalytic performance and identification of active sites for water splitting catalysts are
important for the renewable energy technologies. Using one-step facile high-pressure annealing approach,
herein, we report the rapid synthesis and preferred selections of 3d transition metals M (Mn, Co, and Ni)-doped
Fe3C@carbon nano-onions2 for optimized electrocatalytic performance. The as-prepared highly crystalline and
spheroidal core-shell-like FCC@CNOs exhibits an excellent OER activity with overpotential of 271mV at
10mA cm−2 among carbides catalysts, and long-term stability over 40 h (100mA cm−2). Both experimental and
density functional theory results support that the synergistic interaction of Fe and Co atom promotes FCC@CNOs
having lower OER kinetic barrier and surface Co sites are activated for improved performance, not a conven-
tional additive effect of bimetallic Co and Fe atoms. The present study provides the insights on the direct un-
derstanding of the synergistic effect of bimetallic electrocatalyts and identification of real active sites.

1. Introduction

Developing high-performance catalyst and recognizing active sites
are ultimate goals for catalysis. Generally, discovery of high-perfor-
mance catalysts relies heavily on the “trial and error” development
cycles, for which high-efficient and time-saving synthetic strategies are
highly desired. On the other hand, determination of active sites for deep
understanding of catalysis remains great challenges, most of the high-
efficient catalysts, especially the electrochemical catalysts, are com-
plicated in structure, which highlight the strong need for developing
structurally-simple catalysts. Therefore, developing effective strategy to

obtain superior catalysts with uniform or simple structure is of great
significance to achieve the ultimate targets, which may influence the
sustainable energy solutions.

Electrochemical water splitting is a very promising technology to
alleviate global energy and environmental crisis [1,2]. Oxygen evolu-
tion reaction (OER), the anode reaction in water splitting devices, in-
volves the multi-step electron transfer paths and requires substantial
overpotentials [3,4]. Therefore, it is of tremendous interest to develop
low-cost, stable and highly active alternatives for practical applications
to minimize the usage of scarce and less stable noble metal-based cat-
alyst, e.g., RuO2, IrO2 [5]. Transition metal carbides (TMCs) have
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shown their good prospect by their high mechanical stability, excellent
corrosion resistance, high conductivities and well-behaved catalytic
properties [6–8]. In particular, Fe3C@NCNTs-NCNFs is found to exhibit
a high OER performance due to unique 3D hierarchical architecture [9].
FeS/Fe3C@ N-S -C is displayed an efficient trifunctional electrocatalytic
activity owing to the synergistic interaction between FeS and Fe3C in N-
S co-doping carbons with nanostructures [10]. Fe3C@Fe,N,S-GCM na-
nocomposite shows a high OER electrocatalytic activity, due to the
synergy effect of Fe3C, Fe-Nx and N,S-co-doped carbon active sites [11].
It has also been shown that secondary 3d-transition metals could help
increase the catalytic performance of cementites [12–17]. Despite these
successes, the complex composition of developed composites restricts
the identification of the actual active sites for carbide catalysts.

Traditionally, TMCs-based and carbon-derivative OER catalysts are
often synthesized via gas-solid reaction, solid-liquid or solid-state re-
action [18]. For example, Fe/Fe3C embedded CNT/CNS was synthe-
sized by thermally activating MOF (ZIF-Zn2+ and MIL-Fe3+) [19]. A
pea-like architecture CoP-Mo2C@NC/CC was prepared via the sol-
vothermal method followed phosphidation [20]. Co-FeCo/N-G was
obtained by microwave plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition
[21]. Co1-xNixS2-NGO was synthesized by hydrothermal process in Te-
flon-lined stainless-steel autoclave [22]. However, those routes often
suffer from long synthetic cycles, complex procedures and uncontrolled
composition, which lead to great difficulties in catalyst screening or
mechanism understanding. As a consequence, an efficient synthetic
protocol which can provide catalysts with high crystallinity and uni-
form structure, especially surface structure where catalysis occurs, is of
vital importance to identify the real active sites and study the doping
effects in carbide-based OER catalysts. High pressure (HP) annealing
method has been recognized to be an effective approach for rapidly
realizing the pure, homogeneous and high crystallinity materials with
excellent chemical and physical properties [23,24]. In addition, HP has
advantages of simple procedure, rapid reaction and suppressing phase
separation (clean phase), surmounting the conventional methods [25].
This clean and rapid HP technology has been applied to obtain pure and
homogeneous energy conversion materials [26], which provides an
ideal platform to develop catalysts with homogeneous structures.

Herein, we report the fast and clean synthesis and preferred selec-
tions of guest 3d transition metals (Mn, Co, and Ni)-doped Fe3C@
carbon nano-onions and electrocatalytic optimization. Co-doped Fe3C@
carbon nano-onions (FCC@CNOs) with sphere-like core-shell nanos-
tructure morphology is found to exhibit an excellent catalytic perfor-
mance (ɳ10= 271mV) and long-term stability in 1.0M KOH. Realistic
structural modelling of the evenly-doped nano-composites was per-
formed by DFT calculations. It indicates that Co doping enhances
FCC@CNOs conductivity and the formation of surface Co sites accounts
for the enhanced OER activity for FCC@CNOs. The findings provide
future prospects and enrich the high-pressure applications in discovery
of new catalysts.

2. Experimental section

2.1. Materials and catalyst preparation

The carbon nano-onions (CNOs) were obtained by annealing nano-
diamond powder in a tube furnace (ZT-25-20 type). Specifically, the
nano-diamond powder (an average size of 5 nm) were annealed at
1500 °C with a heating speed of 10 °Cmin−1, kept for 30min in vacuum
of ∼ 10−2 Pa, and then cooled down to the room temperature natu-
rally.

M-doped Fe3C@CNOs (M=Mn, Co, and Ni) homogeneous phase
(abbreviated as FMC@CNOs, FCC@CNOs and FNC@CNOs) were syn-
thesized by a one-step annealing process in cubic multi-anvil press
(CS− 1B type, Guilin, China) [27,28]. Firstly, commercial transition-
metal powders (Alfa Aesar, ∼30 nm) and CNOs (Fe/M/CNOs, 10% M)
were mixed in molar ratio of 0.9:0.1:1, and ground for 30min in the

agate mortar (A, Ø 80mm). Then, the mixtures were prepressed into
cylindrical block (Ø 6.8mm×3mm) within a carbide mould at
20MPa, and encapsulated into h-BN capsules in glove box (Ar atmo-
sphere, O2&H2O<0.1 ppm). The samples were annealed at 800 °C for
15min under 5.0 GPa with graphite heater, and after heating, the cy-
lindrical blocks were quickly cooling to room temperature by circu-
lating water. Finally, the products were peeled out from the assembly,
and ultrasonically washed several times with ethanol. For comparison,
Fe3C@CNOs and x Co-Fe3C@CNOs (x=5% and 15%) were also syn-
thesized for comparison at the same conditions.

2.2. Structure characterizations

The crystal structure was checked by X-ray diffraction (XRD, DMAX-
2500, Japan) with Cu Kα radiation source (λ =1.5406 Å, 40 kV,
200mA) at a scan rate of 2° min−1. The microstructure of Fe3C@CNOs
and M-doped Fe3C@CNOs (M=Mn, Co and Ni) were investigated by
Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FE-SEM, S4800, Japan)
and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM&HRTEM, JEOL2010,
Japan), equipped with Energy Dispersive Spectrometer (EDS). The
surface and elemental qualitative analysis were characterized by X-ray
Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS, AXIS Ultra DLD, Japan) with a
monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source, and all binding energies were re-
ferenced to C 1s peak (its binding energy set at 284.6 eV). XAS spectra
were collected at room temperature using Hard X-ray Micro-Analysis
(HXMA) beamline Light Source in Canadian (CLS) and BL15U1 at
Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility (SSRF). All measurements
were performed in transmission mode using two ion chambers, and
computer program IFEFFIT was used to analyze the XANES data [29],
according to Co (7709 eV) and Fe (7112 eV) measured for energy ca-
libration. The Raman spectra were recorded by Confocal Raman Mi-
croscope (DXR, Thermo− Fisher Scientific) with an excitation line of
532 nm produced from an argon− ion laser. The adsorption-desorption
measurements were operated at 77 K by using Brunauer-Emmett-Teller
(BET) and Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) methods (Micromeritics ASAP
2020 V4.04 J).

2.3. Electrochemical measurements

All the cyclic voltammograms were recorded on a CHI 760e elec-
trochemical workstation (Chenhua, Shanghai) in a standard three-
electrode system. A glassy carbon (GC) electrode (AFE5050GC, Ø
5mm) and Ni foam served as working electrode. Hg/HgO (3.5mol L−1

KCl solution) and Pt foil were used as the reference electrode (RE) and
the counter electrodes (CE), respectively. The electrode ink was made
with 5mg of the catalyst dispersed into 1mL of alcohol/water (1:3)
mixture containing 35 μ L of Nafion (5wt%) via ultrasonically treat-
ment for 40min. 10 μL of ink was deposited on the working electrode.
OER polarization curves were obtained in N2-saturated 1.0 M KOH so-
lution at a scan rate of 2mV s−1. All electrochemical data were mea-
sured versus Hg/HgO without iR compensation according to the fol-
lowing equations [30].

All potentials were converted to the reversible hydrogen electrode
(RHE) by the equation of

= + + ×E E pH0.098 0.059RHE Hg H O/ g (A1)

Turnover frequency (TOF) was obtained from the equation of

=TOF J
F4 n (A2)

Where, J is current density (ƞ= 0.40 V), F is Faraday constant of 96485
C mol−1, and n is the moles unit area of electrocatalysts.

The mass activity (MA) is calculated at loading of 0.255mg cm−2 by
the equation of
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=MA A
M (A3)

Where, A is the current measured (mA), and M is the load amount (mg).
The Faradaic efficiency (FE) was calculated as following.

=FE I
I N

R

D (A4)

Where, IR and ID are current obtained by rotating disk electrode at
potential of 0.4 V (vs. RHE), and N is current collection efficiency.

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were
carried out at an overpotential of 320mV by applying a voltage with an
amplitude of 5mV in a frequency range from 100 kHz to 0.01 Hz.
Chronoamperometric (overpotential (ɳ10/100) of 270/400mV) testing
was employed to investigate the long-term stability of catalysts.

2.4. Computational details

OER reactions over the (210) surface of the pure and Co-doped
cementite were modelled using a slab structural model. The cementite
slab with a (210) surface was cleaved from the crystal structure, with a
thickness of ∼7 Å and a vacuum of 15 Å. First-principles calculations
were carried out using the 2×1×1 supercell of the slab cell. The
2× 1×1 supercell for the pure cementite (210) slab has a formula of
(Fe3C)24. Single Co dopant was used to replace a Fe atom at surface and
interior positions of the pure cementite slab to yield several mono-Co-
doped cementite slabs. The geometry optimization and electronic
structure calculations for the slab systems were performed using spin-
polarized density functional theory (DFT) with Perdew-Burke-Ernzerh
(PBE) of exchange correlation functional [31]. The projector aug-
mented wave pseudopotentials were used for describing electron-ion
interactions. To test the feasibility of the PBE functional, the bulk ce-
mentite was firstly modelled with the Brillouin zone integration per-
formed using a 4×4 × 4 Monkhorst-Pack grid, and resultant lattice
parameters are in good agreement with the experimental values and the
electronic structure is consistent with the prior DFT study (Table S1 and
Fig. S1). For the slab simulation, the cutoff energy of the plane wave
expansion was set to 500 eV and the Brillouin zone integration was
performed using a 4× 4 × 1 Monkhorst-Pack grid. The active species
for the elementary steps of the OER reactions were constructed by
adding OER-related adsorbates onto a surface Fe or Co atom of the pure
and doped slabs. All the slab structures were optimized using a con-
jugate-gradient algorithm, during which the energy and force con-
vergence criterions were set to 10−4 eV and 0.05 eV Å−1, respectively.
The phonon dispersion calculations were performed with the optimized
structures to evaluate the zero-point-energy corrections used in the
calculations of the reaction Gibbs free energies. All the first-principles
calculations were carried out using Vienna ab Initio Simulation Package
(VASP) [32,33]. The Gibbs free energy changes, ΔGI to ΔGV, at the DFT
level for the elementary steps I to V over the cementite systems were
calculated based on the 4-electron (or 4-hole) mechanism proposed by
Norskov for water oxidation [34,35] (Fig. 1).

+ ∗ → ∗ +
− −OH OH eStep I: (B1)

∗ → ∗ + +
− + −OH O H eStep II: (B2)

+ ∗ → ∗ +
− −OH O OOH eStep III: (B3)

∗ → ∗ + +
+ −OOH O H eStep IV : 2 (B4)

∗ → ∗ +O OStep V: 2 2 (B5)

Where, *X denotes species X adsorbed at a surface active site of ce-
mentite. Gibbs free energy changes were obtained by correcting the
reaction energies with calculated zero-point-energy and experimental
entropy corrections [36]. It is difficult to accurately determine the
Gibbs free energy of O2 with plane wave DFT methods and hence its
free energy has been evaluated from the Gibbs free energy change of the

reaction

+ →H O H O2 22 2 2 (B6)

which is experimentally determined to be 4.92 eV [37,38].

3. Results and discussion

M-doped Fe3C@CNOs (M=Mn, Co, and Ni) were fabricated via a
one-step annealing process under high pressure (Fig. 2). Carbon nano-
onions (CNOs) were chosen as an ideal carbon source for the synthesis
of metal carbides (TMCs) due to the onion-like concentric graphitic
shells with high electrical conductivity (71.8 μS), excellent chemical
activity, and large surface area [39,40]. 3d transition metals (M=Fe,
Mn, Co, and Ni) and CNOs were mixed with stoichiometric ratio in a
glovebox (Ar atmosphere) followed by high-pressure annealing, and
TMCs were obtained at 800 °C within 15min under 5.0 GPa. XRD pat-
terns of FCC@CNOs and Fe3C@CNOs show the strong peaks at 35.2°,
37.7°, 39.8°, 40.6°, 42.9°, 43.8°, 44.6°,45.0°, 45.9°, 48.6°, 49.1°, 51.8°,
54.4°, 56.0° and 58.0°, corresponding to (200), (210), (002), (201),
(211), (102), (220), (031), (112), (131), (221), (122), (040), (212) and
(301) planes, matching well with the standard patterns of Fe3C
(JCPDS#72-1110) (Fig. 2a). The diffraction peak at 43.9° is indexed to
be (211) crystal plane of Fe3C, which is slightly shifted to higher angle
for FCC@CNOs (Inset of Fig. 2a). The lattice distortion is due to the
replacement of Fe atoms (R (Fe2+) =0.76 nm) by Co atoms (R (Co2+)
=0.74 nm). When Co content is increased to 15% or more, the presence
of excess impurity peak is observed in the XRD patterns (Fig. S2a), and
Fig. S2b shows FCC@CNOs with 10% Co exhibits better OER compared
with other contents of Co, therefore we selected 10% metals (M: Fe=9:
1) doping in this study. Moreover, XRD patterns of FMC@CNOs and
FNC@CNOs are also consistent with that of Fe3C (Fig. S2c). These re-
sults suggest that the doping of Mn, Co and Ni atoms do not change the
crystal symmetry, and the as-prepared materials have highly crystalline
and homogeneous structure.

The morphology of obtained carbides is studied by scanning elec-
tron microscopy (SEM) in Fig. 2b and S3b–d, showing a fleecy and
porous morphology. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images in
Fig. 2c reveal that the porous morphology of FCC@CNOs is consisted of
a typical sphere-like nanostructure within the size of 100 nm. The high-
resolution TEM (HRTEM) images (Fig. 2d) show the clear lattice fringes
of 0.24 nm [41], corresponding to the (210) crystal plane of Fe3C. The
crystallization of the particles is further confirmed by the selected area
diffraction patterns (Inset of Fig. 2d). Meanwhile, FCC@CNOs is found
to exhibit a core-shell structure, closely wrapped by a quasi-spherical
CNOs with several concentric graphitic shells [42,43]. The lattice spa-
cing of 0.35 nm for CNOs shells are originated from (002) of graphite
[44]. According to the semi-quantitative analysis using EDS-SEM (Table
S2 and Fig. S3f), the atomic ratio of Fe:Co in FCC@CNOs is found to be
40.4:4.4, in good agreement with the designed stoichiometric ratio of
9:1 (10% Co). TEM&HRTEM and EDS elemental mappings (Fig. 2e)
further illustrate the even distribution of Co, Fe, and C in the homo-
geneous FCC@CNOs (Fig. S3f), which is benefited from the advantages
of high pressure.

N2 adsorption/desorption isotherm of FCC@CNOs shows a type IV
shape with distinct hysteresis loop, confirming the mesoporous char-
acter of the material (Fig. 2f). A pore size distribution centered at
8.99 nm is found for FCC@CNOs (Inset of Fig. 2f) [45]. The Brunauer-
Emmett-Teller (BET) surface area of FCC@CNOs is calculated to be
112.75m2 g−1, which is higher than those of reported carbide com-
posites [46,47]. Fe3C@CNOs also exhibits a hysteresis sorption iso-
therm curve with average pore size of 8.87 nm with BET surface area of
100.51 m2 g−1 (Fig. S4a). The typical sphere-like nanostructure of
FCC@CNOs leads to its high BET surface area, and mesoporous mor-
phology can provide large electrode-electrolyte interfaces and the de-
veloped transportation channels for the reaction species [48]. A Raman
spectrometer equipped with a 532 nm laser was used to monitor the
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graphitization of catalysts. The D-band (ID =1342 cm−1) represents the
formation of defects in the graphitic lattice, and G-band (IG
=1584 cm−1) shows the in-plane vibration of sp2 bonded pairs [49].
Fig. S4b shows that ID/IG values are 0.942 for Fe3C@CNOs and 0.941
for FCC@CNOs, respectively. FCC@CNOs and Fe3C@CNOs have similar
ID/IG values, illustrating that Co doping has only small effects on CNOs
chemical states. In addition, compared with recently reported Fe/
Fe3C@NGL-NCNT (1.21) and Fe3C@NCNF-900 (1.25) [50,51], the
higher degree of graphitization of FCC@CNOs is beneficial for the
electrical conductivity.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurement was con-
ducted to characterize the electronic states. The XPS survey shows the
presence of Fe, C and O elements in all samples, while the presence of
Co atoms only in FCC@CNOs (Fig. S5a and b). The O element was
found from the superficial adsorption due to the exposure to air. The
high-resolution spectrum of Co 2p3/2 (Fig. 2g) can be deconvoluted into
three peaks for Co2+ 2p3/2 (780.7 and 786.1 eV) and Co3+ 2p3/2
(782.9 eV) [52,53]. The binding energy (BE) at 284.6 eV is attributed to
graphitic carbon (Fig. S5c and d) [49]. As also suggested from Fig. 2d,
the disappearance of BE peak at 707.2 eV (Fig. S8a), assigned to Fe-C
bond in carbide, is attributed to carbides covered by onion-like carbon
shells, which is expected to improve the conductivity and stability of
catalysts [54], and the details are discussed later.

The electrocatalytic activities of M-doped Fe3C@CNOs (M=Co, Mn
and Ni) are studied by a standard three-electrode system in 1.0M KOH
solution. As revealed by the linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) curves
(Fig. 3a), FCC@CNOs/GC shows a better OER catalytic performance
with an overpotential of 320mV at 10mA cm−2 (ɳ10 of 320mV) than
Fe3C@CNOs/GC (ɳ10 of 451mV), FNC@CNOs /GC (ɳ10 of 342mV),
FMC@CNOs/GC (ɳ10 of 431mV) and commercial IrO2/GC (ɳ10 of
350mV). When deposited on Ni foam, OER activity of FCC@CNOs are
further enhanced (Fig. 3b), and the overpotentials of all the hybrids at
10 mA cm−2 are shown for a comparison in Fig. 3c. FCC@CNOs/NF
exhibits an ideal catalytic performance with only ɳ10 of 271mV, which
is much better than those of Fe3C@CNOs/NF (ɳ10 of 345mV) and
RuO2/NF (ɳ10 of 322mV). Polarization curves of FCC@CNOs obtained
with carbon cloth and Ni foam electrode have slight difference (Fig.
S2b), indicating the activity of FCC coated on NF is relatively precise.
FCC@CNOs/NF also demonstrates an excellent activity compared with
recently reported 3d transition metal-based catalysts listed in Table S3.

The catalytic kinetics were evaluated by Tafel plots. As revealed in
Fig. 3d and S6a, Tafel slope of FCC@CNOs/NF (48.9 mV dec−1) is much
smaller than that of Fe3C@CNOs/NF (89.2 mV dec−1), RuO2/NF

(83.1 mV dec−1), FNC@CNOs (62mV dec−1) and FMC@CNOs (99mV
dec−1), confirming the favorable kinetics toward OER. Electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) were collected to understand the elec-
trochemical properties, for which a smaller semicircle indicates a lower
resistance value (Rct) and thus a faster charge transfer rate. The semi-
circle diameter of the FCC@CNOs (32.6Ω) is much smaller than those
of Fe3C@CNOs (376.5Ω), FMC@CNOs (151.5Ω) and FNC@CNOs
(43.9Ω) (Fig. S6b), indicating a lower charge-transfer resistance with
rapid electron transfer in the FCC@CNOs electrode. EIS results confirm
that doping of Co atoms can enhance the electron conductivity of Fe3C,
which counts in the acceleration of OER kinetics [55].

Electrochemically active surface areas (ECSAs) were evaluated by
the electrochemical double-layer capacitance (Cdl) [56], and CV plots
were collected between 0.1 and 0.2 V at different scan rate in 1.0M
KOH (Fig. S6c–S6f). FCC@CNOs presents a capacitance of 99.18m F
cm−2 nearly 5 times of that of Fe3C@CNOs (20.78 m F cm−2) (Fig. 3e),
indicating that the specific morphology of FCC@CNOs provides a larger
active surface area. The turnover frequency (TOF) and massive activity
(MA) were shown in Fig. 3e and S7a, the FCC@CNOs (0.212/0.08 s−1)
has a lager TOF value than those of Fe3C@CNOs (0.052/0.003 s−1),
FNC@CNOs (0.06 s−1) and FMC@CNOs (0.01 s−1), while FCC@CNOs
has higher MA value (39.22 A g−1) than the others. In addition, the
high Faradaic efficiency (> 90%) indicated that the reaction on the
disk electrode was mainly OER, rather than the oxidation of catalysts in
Fig. S7b, suggesting the excellent intrinsic activity of FCC@CNOs [30].

Moreover, FCC@CNOs exhibits a long-term stability with 97% re-
tention for more than 40 h at 100/10mA cm−2 (400/270mV) in
Fig. 3f. After 10000 CV cycles, the polarization curves have the negli-
gible changes (Fig. S7c), which might be resulted from the surface re-
construction or the weak mechanical binding between FCC@CNOs
powder and Ni foam carrier [57]. Additionally, the main XRD pattern of
collected sample after OER still matches well with Fe3C-type structure
(JCPDS#72-1110) (Fig. S7d) and ID/IG of FCC@CNOs has almost no
change (Fig. S4a), confirming structural stability of FCC@CNOs, which
facilitates a superior catalytic stability.

The coordination environment and chemical states of FCC@CNOs
after OER were investigated by XPS combined with before. The Fe 2p
peaks of 710.7 eV, 715.9 eV and 724.9 eV are assigned to Fe2+, and the
peaks at 713.1 eV and 719.3 eV (satellite peak) are attributed to Fe3+ in
Fe3C@CNOs [58]. When Co atom is doped into Fe3C@CNOs, the ratio
at 713.1 eV (Fe3+ 2p3/2) and 710.7 eV (Fe2+ 2p3/2) (abbreviated to
Fe3+/Fe2+) increases to 1.00 from initial 0.80 (Fig. S8a). While Co in
FCC@CNOs has a low valance state with high Co3+/Co2+ ratio of 0.6,

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration for the synthetic process of the M-doped Fe3C@CNOs (M=Mn, Co and Ni).
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indicating the strong interaction of Fe and Co atoms. During OER
process, the ratio of Fe3+/Fe2+ (713.1 eV/710.8 eV) increases to 1.1
from 1.0, while the ratio of Co3+/Co2+ (782.9 eV/780.7 eV) visibly
increases to 1.6 from 0.6 compared with FCC@CNOs before (Fig. 4a
and b) [59,60], suggesting that both Fe atom and Co atom on the sur-
face are oxidized to high valence state improving ability of OER. In
additional, the peak located at 530.0 eV is associated with the oxygen
bonded to the transition metals, such as Fe-O and Co-O [49], and the
peak at 533.0 is assigned to O species (O*, OH* or OOH*) (Fig. S8b)
[52,53]. Co doping causes the peak at 533.0 eV shifting to a higher
value (533.6 eV), suggesting that chemisorbed oxygen and the low-co-
ordinated oxygen ions formed on the surface. After OER, O 1s spectrum
of FCC@CNOs at 530.0 eV is positively shifted by 0.6 eV, corresponding
to high oxidation state of metals, and the peak at 531.9 eV is positively
shifted by 0.4 eV, indicating that catalysts are more easily oxidized to
high chemical valence to form the O species-rich (O*, OH* or OOH*)
surface. The peak of O 1s is significantly enhanced and a new peak
located at 535.6 eV is related to chemisorbed OH* formed on the sur-
face (Fig. S8b). Therefore, the introduction of Co atom promotes the
electronic structure adjustment of FCC@CNOs on the surface, and the

synergistic effect of highly active Co atom with Fe atom is conducive to
the adsorption of oxy(hydroxyl), which improves OER activity greatly.

XAS characterizations were further employed to elucidate the
atomic structure of FCC@CNOs before and after OER. Co K-edge ab-
sorption position of FCC@CNOs catalyst (7727.5 eV) is found in the
region between CoO (7725.2 eV) and Co2O3 (7730.5 eV) (Fig. 4c), while
the Fe K-edge spectra for FCC@CNOs catalyst (7130.5 eV) is located
between that of FeO (7129.0 eV) and FeOOH (7132 eV) (Fig. 4d)
[61,62]. Therefore, the oxidation state of Co atom and Fe atom in
FCC@CNOs is suggested to be between M2+ and M3+ [63], and Fe
absorption K-edge was shifted to high energy after Co doping in Fig.
S9a, suggesting the electron density depletion of the surface Fe,
agreeing with our XPS results. Co K-edge of EXAFS spectrum for
FCC@CNOs catalyst shows a dominant peak at 1.9 Å associated with
the back scattering of Co-C in the first shell (Fig. 4e), and the structure
parameters of Co atom have been extracted from the EXAFS fitting in
Table S4, indicating that Co atoms enter into the Fe3C lattices. After
OER, the normalized XANES spectra show that the main absorption
peaks for Co and Fe K-edge have drifted toward higher energy by 1.5 eV
and 0.2 eV, respectively (Fig. S9a and S9b), indicating that Co atom

Fig. 2. Characterizations of the structure and morphology of FCC@CNOs. a) XRD diffraction patterns, b) SEM (inset of magnification), c) TEM, d) HRTEM images and
diffraction pattern (inset) and e) EDS mapping scans of FCC@CNOs. f) N2 adsorption/desorption isotherm of FCC@CNOs and the corresponding pore size distribution
(inset image) in the high pressure region (P/Po=0.4–1) and g) Co 2p3/2 spectrum of FCC@CNOs.
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carries more positive change than Fe atom. In addition, EXAFS analysis
shows the bond length of Co-C (1.9 Å) is shortened to 1.8 Å in Fig. 4e,
and Fe K-edge EXAFS spectrum reveals the slight shortening of Fe-C
bond length in Fig. 4f, in line with higher oxidation state with smaller
cation radius [64]. The XANES and EXAFS analysis are consistent with
XPS results. The interaction of Fe and Co regulates the electronic
structure of FCC@CNOs and surface-doped Co atom has more highly
activity than Fe atom.

To further explain the origins of the different OER performances,
first-principles calculations were employed. According to HRTEM

analysis, OER over the (210) surfaces of the pristine and Co-doped
cementite were modelled at the DFT level with PBE functional. The
OER performance of pure and doped cementite systems can be pre-
dicted using Gibbs free energy(ΔG) profiles for the elementary OER
steps (steps I to V in Fig. 5a). The proposed OER mechanism involves
4h+, which is detailed in computational details [65]. Firstly, *OH is
formed by OH− adsorbing at the surface of the catalyst when com-
bining with an h+, which can further lose H+ to form *O species aided
by a second h+. Then, *O can bind with OH− to form *OOH with a
third h+. The *OH, *O and *OOH are the key intermediates in the OER

Fig. 3. LSV curves of M-doped Fe3C@CNOs (M=Mn, Co, and Ni) and Fe3C@CNOs measured on a) glassy carbon (GC) and b) Ni foam for OER at 5mV s−1 in 1.0M
KOH. c) Comparison of the overpotential required at 10mA cm−2 for different catalysts. d) Tafel plots obtained with FCC@CNOs, Fe3C@CNOs, RuO2 and Ni foam. e)
The current density versus scan rate, TOF and MA values of different catalysts. f) Chronoamperometric testing of FCC@CNOs/Ni foam at overpotential of about 400
and 270mV (100/10mA cm−2), and the inset image shows catalytic electrolytic cell.
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process. Finally, OOH species can combine with OH− to release O2 with
a fourth h+.

We first compare the activation energy over the surface Fe sites of
the pure and mono-Co-doped cementite systems. Four mono-Co-doped
cementite systems are constructed (Fig. S10), in which the selected

surface Fe site is coordinated to a Co at different positions. The ele-
mentary steps involve surface species for the OER over a surface Fe of
cementite in Fig. S11. Comparable OER free energy profiles are ob-
tained for the four mono-Co-doped and the pure cementite systems (Fig.
S12), with step III being the rate-limiting step (ΔGIII ≈ 2.8 eV). This

Fig. 4. XPS and XAS analysis of FCC@CNOs. a) Fe 2p and b) Co 2p of FCC@CNOs after OER process. All fitted peaks of as-prepared and “Sat.” indicates satellite
peaks. Normalized c) Co and d) Fe K-edge XANES spectra of FCC@CNOs, FCC@CNOs after OER and references. Magnitude of transformed EXAFS spectra of e) Co and
f) Fe edge for FCC@CNOs, FCC@CNOs after OER and references.
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implies that the influence of forming Co-Fe dimer upon Co doping on
the catalytic performance of surface Fe is not so significant. However,
the experimental results show that Co-doped cementite has much lower
OER overpotential than pure cementite. Since Co doping cannot sig-
nificantly improve the catalytic mechanism of the surface Fe, it may be
possible that Co dopant not only acts like a co-catalyst but also a cat-
alytic site by itself. To verify out our hypothesis, the OER free energy
profiles for a surface Fe and a surface Co at the same lattice position of
cementite (Fe in pure cementite and Co in Co-doped cementite) are
calculated and compared, as shown in Fig. 5b. The Gibbs free energy
change for the rate-limiting step, ΔGIII, is 2.35 eV for the Co-catalyzed
OER, 0.40 eV lower than ΔGIII (2.75 eV) for the Fe-catalyzed OER
(Fig. 5b), which suggests the Co-catalyzed OER requires a lower ex-
ternal bias potential. This is mainly due to the different adsorption
strengths of the OER species at Co and Fe (the difference in adsorption
strengths of an OER species at Co and Fe equals the difference in the
heights of the corresponding plateau in the free energy profiles for the
Co and Fe). Adsorption and interconversion of OER species will change
the oxidation state of the metal catalyst site. When forming adsorption
with OER species such as *OH and *O, the unreacted surface metal site
with an oxidation state of M1+ will be oxidized. For example, step I is to
oxidize M1+ to M2+ and step II is to convert M2+ to M3+. The con-
version from M1+ to M2+ can be related to the second ionization po-
tential (IPII = E(M1+) – E(M2+)) of M, whereas the M2+ to M3+

conversioncan be related to the third ionization potential (IPIII = E
(M2+) – E(M3+)) of M. Higher IP indicates metal being more difficult to
oxidize. In our case, IPII (Co) is slightly higher than IPII (Fe) (17.08 eV
vs 16.20 eV) [66,67], explaining that ΔGI(Co) is slightly higher than
ΔGII(Fe) in Fig. 5b. IPIII (Co) is much higher than IP III (Fe) (33.50 eV vs
30.65 eV) [68], which is mainly responsible for the much lower barrier
for the rate-limiting reaction step over Co (ΔGIII (Co)) than that over Fe
(ΔGIII (Fe)). Therefore, the OER enhancement by surface Co is in part
due to its suitable susceptibility to oxidation. The resultant compara-
tively evenly spaced OER steps over the Co site may account for the
remarkably low overpotential for FCC@CNOs. Similarly, the OER free
energy profiles for the Ni- and Mn-doped cementite systems are pre-
dicted (Fig. S13). The surface Mn site from Mn-doping shows worse
OER activity than the surface Fe site. Ni-doping enhances the OER ac-
tivity of cementite; and according to the predicted rate-limiting barrier
(ΔGIII), the enhancement effects are slightly greater than those by Co
doping. It is also noted that ΔG for OER initiation (* → *OH) with Co is
smaller than Ni, The results are qualitatively in line with experimental
ordering of OER performances with Co ≈ Ni > Fe > Mn, and are also
consistent with trend in IP(II) (Ni:18.17>Co:17.08>Fe:16.20>Mn:

15.64 eV) as well as the metal oxidation states in stable common oxides
(Mn:+4>Fe:+2/+3 = Co:+2/+3>Ni:+2). Based on the com-
parison of the OER profiles by the pure and doped cementite systems, it
is suggested that surface Fe of cementite forms too strong adsorption in
*O to achieve theoretically low overpotential, and dopants that bring
about weaker adsorption in *O might result in enhancement in OER
performance. In the current study, the Co- and Ni-doping introduce new
surface catalytic sites that exhibit frustrated high oxidation states,
which might be the key to optimizing the OER performance of the ce-
mentite materials.

DFT results also suggest that Co doping enhances the conductivity of
the cementite material. The computational model for FCC was built by
replacing 1 out of 12 Fe atoms by Co atom in a (Fe3C)4 super-cell, which
is very close to the 10% doping ratio in the experiments, and the
densities of states (DOSs) were calculated for the pure and doped bulk
crystal. It could be easily implied that Fe3C shows metallic behavior
because of the non-vanishing DOS value at the Fermi level (Fig. S14a).
The DOS states are contributed by Fe atoms near Fermi level, and the
contribution of C atoms could be neglected. While for the Co-doped
Fe3C, although only 10% of Fe atoms are replaced by Co, the significant
contribution from Co atoms to the valence band near the Fermi level
can be observed clearly. The integrated valence band DOS area upon Co
doping increases from 1.007 to 1.143 for the spin-up states, and from
1.633 to 2.543 for the spin-down states near the Fermi level, indicating
that the participation of Co can indeed enhance the conductivity of
FCC@CNOs. The single-atom projected densities of states (PDOSs) of a
Fe atom and a Co atom at the same lattice position of cementite (210)
slab are shown in Fig. S14b and c. The PDOSs show that both Co and Fe
atoms contribute to the metallicity of the cementite materials, but Co,
both the surface and interior ones, has a larger electron population in
the valence band close to the Fermi level than corresponding Fe does.
For the surface Co doping, this effect is more significant, and additional
shifting of the valence band peak toward the Fermi level has been ob-
served.

4. Conclusion

In summary, a time-saving, effective high-pressure annealing tech-
nique was reported for synthesizing pure and highly crystalline metal-
doped Fe3C@CNOs OER catalysts. Compared to traditional synthetic
strategies, M-doped Fe3C@CNOs (M=Mn, Co and Ni) materials pre-
pared by high pressure have the characteristic of high crystallinity,
clean and homogeneous nanostructure, which provide efficient dis-
persion of active sites and great convenience for the recognition of these

Fig. 5. a) OER species adsorbed at a Co-site on (210) surface of Co-doped cementite, b) Gibbs free energy profile for OER over a Fe site of pure cementite (black line)
and over a Co site of Co-doped cementite (red line) (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article).
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sites. The as-prepared Co-doped Fe3C@CNOs (FCC@CNOs) exhibits an
ideal OER performance, with a low ɳ10 of only 271mV (Tafel slope of
48.9 mV dec−1) and the long-term stability of 40 h (100mA cm−2).
Exceptional electro-catalytic performance of FCC@CNOs is attributed
to several factors: (1) mesoporous core-shell nanostructures endow
large amount of exposed active sites, efficient mass transfer and cata-
lytic stability; (2) Co doping alters the surface electronic structure,
improving conductivity and lowering the kinetic barrier of FCC@CNOs.
(3) the formation of surface Co acts as critical active sites forimproved
OER activity even at a low doping concentration. Density functional
theory calculations show that Co tends to form weaker *O adsorption
than Fe does, which leads to a lower reaction barrier for the rate-lim-
iting OER elementary step (*O→*OOH). The study opens a new avenue
for the efficient synthesis of high performance electrocatalysts and new
understandings for synergistic effect of multiple metals.
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